When transporting Stark on the road, you can load it on a trailer. The ledges
and the operators’s console can be folded to minimize the height and the width.
Stark is equipped
with 4 wheels to
simplify the
hauling on quals
and the moving
down ramps into
the water.

The Stark Boatwasher
placed in waters.

The Swedish Minister of Environment, Mrs Anna Lindh, inaugurates the first
Stark Boatwasher establishment in the Stockholm archipelago. Sweden,
September, 1996.

TECHNICAL SKETCH
OF THE PATENTED STARK BOATWASHER
Main
ledge

Control levers
Brush-lowering winch
Emergency shuf-off switch
Control panel

Support ledge
Hydraulic motor

Machinery assembly

Outboard motor rack

Locking
rings

Locking
rings

Support bars

Support triangle

Brush frame pontoons Support
for the brush ends
pontoons
Brush frame supports
Frame Pontoons for brush frame supports

TECHNICAL DATA
Ideal for V-bottom motorboats
Maximum width of boat accommodated
Maximum length accommodated
Boatwasher measurements
Height
Lenght
Width
Weight
Washing speed
Number of washing brushes
Hydraulic fluid
Output requirement

3 meters
No limit
2.4 meters
5.8 meters
2.4 meters
1,200 kilograms
Approximately 1 to 2
meters per minute
4 hydraulic driven
Rape-speed oil
4.0 kW (380V, 16A),
3-phase

Wheels

The boat is pulled through the brushes with a help of a hydraulic winch.
The complete working cycle takes only 10 minutes. To be able to pull the boat
through The Stark Boatwasher in a suitable speed, a wiring device is attached
to the washer. The washer also has adjustable ledges on each side. They are
used to lock the boat into alignment with the brushes, to make it possible to
use the washer regardless of wind and weather. You can get your boat’s hull
clean in just 10 minutes without having to lift the boat out of the water or even
touch it.

The brushes also clean
part of the boat’s sides.

